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1.  For the benefit of those readers who are not familiarized with the Infinite Space,
Infinite God series, please share with us the vision of the book. 

We didn’t have a vision for the book really. We just wanted to compile an anthology of fun-
to-read science fiction starring Catholic characters who live according to their faith.

2.  How does Infinite Space-Infinite God II differ from the first one?

The first one seemed more focused on the Catholic faith in the future--dealing with clones
and  genetically  engineered  humans,  evangelizing  to  other  worlds  (human  and
nonhuman)--while this one was more centered around the individuals as heroes.  We also
have a fabulous novella.  There's still a lot of action and adventure, and lot of very cool
concepts.  I think the two volumes complement each other very well.



3.  Do you considered this new religious science fiction genre a wonderful venue for
both authors and readers to share stories with powerful and intriguing plots without
compromising their beliefs?

I don't think writers should have to compromise their beliefs.  I have a friend, Michelle
Buckman, who writes women's fiction.  She's very popular in the secular and non-Catholic
Christian market, but her books are at the core a reflection of her Catholic beliefs. I have a
comedic horror coming out this month (Neeta Lyffe, Zombie Exterminator) and while the
characters don't act the way a good Catholic would act, I don’t think I compromised my
beliefs.  If a writer is compromising who they are and what they believe for a book, they
are writing the wrong book.

That having been said, it's nice to see that there is now a growing market for science
fiction that recognizes and honors the peaceful co-existence of both religion and science.
Both are part of being human.

I think part of what's helped is, as you said, we're seeing more stories with powerful and
intriguing plots and not just thinly disguised Christian messages.  Personally, I have no
tolerance for "message fiction," regardless of whether I agree with the message or not.
Tell a story. Entertain.  Let the theme tell itself as the plot unfolds.

4.  Who is your targeted audience and what are your means to reach it?

Science fiction readers who enjoy unique stories.  Science fiction readers who are Catholic
or  who are open-minded about other faiths.  Catholics who may not normally read science
fiction but who might enjoy exploring their faith in a new genre.  I think it's a great gift for
teens and young adults as well, especially for Christmas or Confirmation.  Something a
little different.

5.  How do you ease the mind of skeptical buyers who are biased against religion
and  science  fiction  so  they  feel  comfortable  buying,  reading  the  book,  and
ultimately recommending it to others?

Most people who are biased against religion in fiction are afraid of  being preached to
instead of getting a great story. We feel the same way, and one of our core requirements
was that the story be great sci-fi and not preachy.

Look at it this way--we read fantasy with magic, demons, angels, rituals, etc.  No one
thinks twice because that's part of the world.  All we've done is acknowledged the Catholic
faith as part of the future world and focused on it, the same way CJ Cherith, for example,
focused on Native American beliefs and rituals in her paranormals.

6.  Where can our readers purchase the book?

At B&N online:  http://search.barnesandnoble.com/books/product.aspx?
box=1606192310&pos=-1&ISBN=1606192310

From the publisher, Twilight Times:

For purchases via check:  http://twilighttimesbooks.com/print_order.html

http://twilighttimesbooks.com/print_order.html
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/books/product.aspx?box=1606192310&pos=-1&ISBN=1606192310
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/books/product.aspx?box=1606192310&pos=-1&ISBN=1606192310


For purchases via Paypal:  http://twilighttimesbooks.com/ttb_booklist.html#InfiniteSpace2
From Amazon:

<iframe src="http://rcm.amazon.com/e/cm?t=virtuabooktou-
20&o=1&p=8&l=as1&asins=1606192310&fc1=000000&IS2=1&lt1=_blank&m=amazon&lc1
=0000FF&bc1=000000&bg1=FFFFFF&f=ifr" style="width:120px;height:240px;" 
scrolling="no" marginwidth="0" marginheight="0" frameb

OR 

Folks can approach their local bookstore (Catholic, independent or chain) about ordering 
it.  It's available through all the usual distributors, or directly from Twilight Times Books.
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